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Fork in  
the Road 
The avenue to your perfect 
dining experience. 
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 The restaurant industry is experiencing radical disruption. From third-party delivery 
services to cloud kitchens to unique menu offerings thanks to specific dietary needs, the 
traditional restaurant business model has evolved to keep up with consumer preferences for 
convenience, experience, and value.  
 According to the National Restaurant Association, the restaurant industry is projected 
to grow in sales over the next decade. It is forecasted that quick-service restaurants will 
outperform full-service restaurants due to their convenient offerings. This could also be 
attributed to third-party vendors, such as GrubHub or Seamless, who offer delivery services 
from these restaurants to diners, particularly in urban areas. However, these services may 
temporarily increase restaurant revenue, but they could negatively impact its profitability in 
the long-run.
 To stay ahead of these changes, restaurants are innovating and adapting their cuisines 
to attract new and returning diners. These cuisines reflect new culinary trends, have a 
local tie to the community, and accommodate for the various diet and health needs today. 
There is also an experience-focused approach when running restaurant operations, which 
is particularly important for the Millennial generation. This generation actively seeks social 
outlets that could create physical and mental well-being experiences, such as conversation 
around a dinner table. Millennials are known as the loneliest generation, which is partly 
attributed to their lack of work-life balance. Therefore, their dining choices are driven by 
convenience, which could be ordering from GrubHub when leaving late from the office.
  Factors such as a preference for convenience, a craving for experience, and the 
awkward moments (or barriers) to group dining create an opportunity to transform the 
communal dining experience at local restaurants through a mobile application.
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Industry Analysis
 The restaurant industry is confronting an incredible opportunity as technology 
advances, dining behaviors shift to convenience, and local flavors are prioritized. According 
to a Mintel report, restaurant sales are experiencing steady growth and are forecasted to 
reach over $775 billion in sales by 2024 (Spencer, 2019). The National Restaurant Association 
projects restaurant sales to reach $1.2 trillion in 2030 (National Restaurant Association, 2019). 
The addition of new menu items to reflect particular diets (i.e. plant-based, gluten free, 
vegan, etc.) and convenience offerings are two key elements to driving sales. In fact, some 
restaurants change their menus weekly or monthly to capture new cuisine trends and diets 
(Toast, 2019). Toast, a restaurant technology company, published a 2019 Industry Report that 
revealed restaurant net profits are increasing annually (Toast, 2019). Operating costs are high 
so these restaurants are responding by increasing their menu prices (Toast, 2019).    
 An increase in pricing could be justified since food preferences are shifting to quality 
ingredients and preparation. In a 2019 Mintel report, analyst Hannah Spencer noted 
that restaurants are concentrating on the following: elimination of artificial ingredients, 
incorporation of authentic international cuisines, personalization of dining options (in regard 
to specific diets), and more convenient take-out options (Spencer, 2019).  All of these insights 
were pulled together prior to COVID-19. The virus reached the United States late February 
2020. 
 There are two types of restaurants: full-service restaurants and limited-service 
restaurants. Due to the convenience trends that are referenced in this analysis, limited-
service restaurants are performing better than full-service (Spencer, 2019). This is due to their 
convenience offerings and overall appeal for a casual experience from diners. According 
to a Mintel Report, 50% of diners would rather dine at casual restaurants than fine dining 
restaurants (Spencer, 2019). Interestingly, there’s a perception that convenience meals are not 
healthy (i.e. freezer meals or fast food) (Spencer, 2019). 
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 Alog with diner behaviors, restaurants and chefs are always looking for the newest 
cuisine trend to integrate into their menus. The National Restaurant Association surveyed 
600 American Culinary Federation chefs to determine the 2020 trends. Some of the trends 
include scratch made, plant-based, healthy bowls, specialty burgers, and stress relievers such 
as CBD oil (Staff writer, 2020). These are topics to keep in mind as restaurants continue to 
evolve to meet consumer preferences, especially at the local level. 
Technology Trends: Food -On-The-Go  & Cloud Kitchens
 With busy work schedules, families to manage, a balance of work and a social life, it’s 
no surprise that consumers, particularly Millennials and Gen Z, are prioritizing convenience 
for their dining decisions thanks to technology. According to Pew Research Center, 81% 
of adults own a smartphone as of early 2019, which 96% of adults ages 18-29 own a 
smartphone (Pew Research Center, 2019). In terms of dining, from 2016, 43% of Americans 
ordered food from a restaurant using a third-party mobile application (Spencer, 2019a). It is 
noted in a Mintel report that 88% of Gen Z-ers and 88% of Millennials in the study ordered 
food from these mobile applications (Spencer, 2019a). The food delivery industry is very 
competitive and includes names such as Grubhub, Seamless, DoorDash, Uber Eats, and 
Postmates. Grubhub is the most popular of these applications (Spencer, 2019a). 
 Another trend that is experiencing slow growth revolves around cloud kitchens. 
According to the National Restaurant Association’s 2030 Industry Report, cloud kitchens will 
continue to grow throughout this decade as restaurant size begins to decrease, especially 
since off-premise dining is a preference (Staff writer, 2020). Cloud kitchens are designed for 
restaurants that are only available through delivery apps (Loizos, 2019). Diners will never 
step-foot in these restaurants. There are operational benefits to this technology, however,
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some have noted there is a lack of humanity and the atmosphere resembles a warehouse 
rather than a kitchen (Loizos, 2019). While it may seem like these services are a potential 
threat to restaurants, another Mintel report revealed that 36% of adults don’t have plans on 
using mobile ordering in 2020 and 21% of adults have plans to dine out more frequently with 
friends this year (Spencer, 2019). 
The Appeal of Eating Local 
 Food culture has evolved from mass produced packaged goods to a focus on 
local flavors and brands, which is a marketing opportunity to attract new customers for 
restauranteurs. The frequency of eating local, specifically twice a week, has been increasing 
(Statista, 2018). In 2018, 74% of restaurants stated their culinary themes focused on hyper-
local sources (Statista, 2018). This could be the “farm-to-table” appeal at local restaurants, 
locally crafted beers and ciders from breweries, freshly caught fish, or locally sourced honey 
or oils at farmers markets. Consumers seek locally sourced food because of the price, value, 
and overall positive brand experience (Statista, 2018). Similarly, seasonality plays a major role 
when attracting diners. Menu items such as beer, cocktails, and fruits tend to be purchased 
due to seasonal motivations, such as pumpkin flavors in the fall, (Spencer, 2019b), which 
could tie into the local attraction. 
 Other strategies surrounding local appeal involve PR and community-related activities. 
An article on the website Modern Restaurant Management suggests that hosting major 
events, such as holiday, sports, or entertainment-related events, entice new and returning 
customers (Henderson, 2018). As an added layer, collaborating with other local businesses 
or reaching out to “local foodie influencers” could also be a way to cross-promote the 
restaurant and its event (Henderson, 2018). This is especially relevant for local restaurants 





It takes a village to run a restaurant operation. Every role, from head chef to bus person, has 
a responsibility that is fundamental to a restaurant’s operations. Below is an organizational 
chart for a typical restaurant. 
 These 
roles are not 
only skills-based, 
but personality-
based. The hosts, 
bartenders, and 
serving staff need to 
be people-oriented 
since they carry out 
the service aspect 
of the restaurant. 
Chefs vary in 
specialty, such as cuisine type or pastry for example. In some cases, chefs own the restaurant 
in addition to their role of curating the menu. Depending on the size of the restaurant, two 
to four cooks are needed in the kitchen (Entrepreneur Staff, 2016). The general manager has 
the primary responsibility of ensuring that the restaurant is running in a smooth operation. 
This particular individual opens and closes the restaurant, facilitates training for new staff, 
manages purchases with food suppliers, and assists with marketing needs. The general 
manager oversees numerous elements within a restaurant, so he or she is susceptible to burn 
out (Entrepreneur Staff, 2016).
Source: Entrepreneur Staff. (2016, November 2). Entrepreneur. Retrieved from https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/282438
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Analyzing the Operations 
Operational Pain Points 
 Restaurant challenges vary on the nature and size of the restaurant. According to 
Toast’s 2019 Industry Report, restauranteurs say their biggest challenges today surround high 
operating costs, high food costs, and hiring/training staff (Toast, 2019). These frustrations are 
related to miscalculating payroll in relation to waitstaff overtime with multiple employment 
management systems (Toast, 2019). Payroll systems are an internal problem, which is not the 
focus of this analysis. However, there are several insights from academic journal articles that 
relate to the frustrations from high operating costs. 
 In her article, “The Role of Technology in Restaurant Revenue Management,” Sheryl 
Kimes investigates how revenue streams are related to two elements: meal duration and 
price (Kimes, 2008). A reduction in a diner’s meal duration will lead to an increase of number 
of diners served, which therefore leads to an increase in revenue (Kimes, 2008). Kimes 
analyzes the diner’s journey and identifies two bottlenecks for a casual restaurant. The first, 
the preprocess, is the time period between when the dining group is seated and is waiting to 
order (Kimes, 2008). This could be attributed to indecisiveness on what to order or perhaps 
the group is delaying their browsing of the menu due to conversation.
 The second bottleneck is the postprocess, which is the period from when the group 
requests the bill to when they leave the restaurant (Kimes, 2008). For most restaurants in 
the United States, the waitstaff make multiple trips between the table and the POS system 
to close out the bill. Offering tabletop technology to carry out transactions was shown to 
decrease certain service needs at tables, which liberated the waitstaff (Susskin & Curry, 2019). 
Having these technologies does not eliminate the need for human labor. Rather, it enables 
the waitstaff to effectively manage other tables, especially if if one group lingers. This is
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particularly interesting because the consumer research from a social media analysis (see pg. 
14) revealed from diners that paying the bill is one of the most frustrating elements of the 
group dining experience. 
 As previously mentioned, labor hours greatly impact a restaurant’s operations. The 
frustrations surround the uneven labor distribution between part-time and full-time staff 
(Choi, Hwang & Park, 2009). Some restaurants attempt to use scheduling models based on 
customer forecasts. These models assign shifts to minimize costs while meeting consumer 
demand (Choi, Hwang & Park, 2009). By looking into POS customer data, restaurants try 
to predict a customer’s arrival (Choi, Hwang & Park, 2009). Then, the model forecasts the 
minimum staffing requirements for that particular day (Choi, Hwang & Park, 2009). While this 
may seem like a prominent solution to the problem, it doesn’t scale well to larger restaurants 
(Choi, Hwang & Park, 2009).  
Technology’s Impact on the Restaurant 
 Technology has not only impacted the diner’s experience, but it has also greatly 
impacted a restaurant’s operations. According to Toast’s 2019 Industry Report, the primary 
2019 trend from restauranteurs was focused on embedding technology into the dining 
experience (Toast, 2019). Technology could relate to a restaurant’s guest services (i.e. WiFi, 
loyalty programs, ordering programs), or relate to a restaurant’s operations (Toast, 2019). As 
previously mentioned, the moments of operational frustration unfold as diners wait to order 
and as diners wait to pay for the meal (Kimes, 2008). It is suggested that service technology 
to improve the ordering process or transaction process could positively impact the dining 
experience at casual restaurants (Kimes, 2008). In Europe, for example, the waitstaff uses 
handheld devices to carry out transactions at the table, thus eliminating the process of 
walking to and from a POS system in the back of the restaurant. As for the pre-arrival stage, 
technologies that relate to convenience when making reservations or ordering food is a key 
strategy to success (Kimes, 2008).
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 One interesting insight in the Toast 2019 Industry Report revealed what managers wish 
they had in their restaurant when it comes to technology. Two popular responses included 
real-time wait technology for diners and sales forecasting software (Toast, 2019). This is 
particularly relevant for the mobile application, Fork in the Road. 
Dining Behaviors Today 
Millennials  and Beyond
 The behaviors of diners at various age groups reflect the changes that are unfolding in 
the industry today. With this mobile application, there is a focus on Millennial dining groups, 
but other age group behaviors will be considered. According to the Pew Research Center, 
Millennials are defined as those who are born between the years of 1981 and 1996 (Dimock, 
2019). This means that Millennials could be post-graduate, employed for the first time, 
married, and starting families.
Background on Millennials  
 Before analyzing general Millennial dining behaviors, it is important to note other 
key demographics about Millennials that could be relevant for this mobile application. 
According to the Urban Institute, Millennials are delaying getting married (Choi et al., 
2018). Consequently, there is a delay in having children (Choi et al., 2018). This is significant 
because these adults may have more time and perhaps more disposable income to meet 
friends for meals throughout the week since they don’t have the responsibility of caring for 
children. 
 A final key behavior of this age group, particularly those who are educated with at 
least a bachelor’s degree, is their preference for living in urban areas (Choi et al., 2018).  
According to a 2018 research study by Politico, the cities with the highest percentages of 
adults ages 25-34 are San Francisco, Boston, Washington, DC. Jersey City, Seattle, and 
Denver (Frostensen & Lin, 2018). These trends reveal that Millennials, especially those in 
urban areas, could be the ideal target market for this mobile application. 
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Dining Behaviors 
 According to data from Statista, a majority of adults (ages 18+) would rather eat a 
homemade meal than go out for dinner (Lock, 2018). This statistic is only a measure of 
attitude, and not behavior. Interestingly, the average food away-from-home expenditures 
have been increasing annually since 2014 (Lock, 2018). Age groups between 35-44 years 
old and 45-54 years old have the highest spending with food-away-from-home expenditures 
(Lock, 2018). Furthermore, in a 2019 Mintel report, adults most likely identified themselves as 
a medium-frequency diner at restaurants (Topper, 2019).
 How do these dinners find restaurants? In the survey Toast distributed, 88% of 
diners value restaurant recommendations by family and friends, while 35% of diners result 
to online reviews (Toast, 2019). This shows how powerful relationships are when it comes 
to discovering a new restaurant. Other decision-making factors involve quality of the 
food, flavor preferences, value, and price point (Toast, 2019). The type of restaurant can 
determine the type of the experience the diner is going to have. To elaborate, for casual 
dining restaurants, most adults associated these restaurants with convenience, good 
value, special occasions, and primarily an enjoyable experience (Topper, 2019). For fine 
dining restaurants, the top associations from adults were high quality, special occasions, an 
enjoyable experience, and unique (Topper, 2019). So, what drives decision-making for adults 
when it comes to choosing between these two types of restaurants? The top two decision-
factors relate to menu items and type of cuisine, while the fourth item relates to convenience 
(Topper, 2019). There are other influences that change dining behavior: recommendations 
from loved ones, trial of new cuisines, and an indulgence when dining out (Topper, 2019).  
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 When looking at the dining preferences of adults in the United States, a majority 
of adults are complacent about restaurants offering vegetarian and vegan dishes on their 
menus (Lock, 2019), even though there seems to be a recent surge for these types of diets. 
However, a report published by the National Restaurant Association revealed that diners 
want their dining preferences known by the restaurant, thus indicating how personalization is 
a key attribute for these individuals (National Restaurant Association, 2019).
Millennial Dining Habits 
 Millennials have particular preferences when deciding where and how to spend their 
money on food-related goods. Primarily, Millennials are experience-seekers when it comes 
to dining out (Mealey, 2018). This means that food is a mean to tell a story about their 
experiences, whether it’s through the dish itself or the dining atmosphere. To add to these 
experience-seeking needs, Millennials prefer a communal dining style, which translates to 
long tables that seat numerous parties (Mealey, 2018). Perhaps this style of seating can foster 
new relationships with other diners through proximity. Other styles of dining that Millennials 
enjoy are with food trucks (Mealey, 2018). Food trucks provide a sense of community, 
convenience, and variety of selections, which accommodate for a large group. 
 When it comes to making food selections, Millennials prefer options that are 
affordable, convenient, healthy/organic, and local (Mealey, 2018). Local is a recurring theme 
for this group when deciding where to dine out, according to data from Statista (Statista, 
2018). Convenience-driven dining options are perhaps an explanation as to why Millennials 
prefer food delivery services. A Mintel report discussed that diners choose food delivery 
services because they don’t want to leave their houses, they want a convenient solution 
instead of cooking, and they feel like treating themselves (Spencer, 2019a).  Outside 
of delivery apps, technology also plays a critical role throughout a Millennial’s dining 
experience. According to data collected by the insights company, YAYA Connection, 65% of 
conversations among Millennials on social media platforms are discussing where to eat
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out (Mealey, 2018). These insights show that food is a point of social connection for this 
generation, and so if dining out at local restaurants can be a convenient experience, then 
perhaps there will be a shift in behavior. 
Social Media Analysis 
A social media analysis was conducted using my personal Instagram and LinkedIn accounts. 
The following question was asked: When dining out with friends, what are your biggest 
frustrations? The two leading frustrations when dining out with friends are splitting the check 
and deciding where to eat that accommodates for everyone in the group.   
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SWOT Analysis 
Below is an analysis that investigates the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats for Fork in the Road.  
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Competitive Analysis
 This section will explore the competitors in food-related mobile applications. There are 
three main categories of food-related applications: reservation platforms, delivery services, 
and review platforms. Reservation platforms allow for diners to easily create and modify 
reservations at restaurants without having to directly contact the restaurant. The leaders in 
this space are OpenTable and Resy. Platforms like Yelp, FourSquare, and Zagat are intended 
for users to read and write reviews on restaurants, businesses, services, etc. Some of these 
reviews are user-generated while others are curated by the organization’s staff. Finally, food 
delivery services, like GrubHub, Seamless, Uber Eats, etc. allow for diners to easily order 
meals from their favorite restaurants without having to leave their homes. The monetization 
for most of these platforms derives from software 
solutions or ad revenue. 
To the right is a 
competitive analysis 
chart placing each of 
these applications based 
on offerings and market 
share.
Sources: Statista, Datanalyze 
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Below is a table highlighting some of the primary competitors in the reservation, 
review, and food delivery mobile app industry.
Company Description Competitive Advantage
Year 
Founded
Online reservation platform for 
diners to easily create and 
modify upcoming reservations
Offers RMS to restauranteurs 
and has “first-mover 
advantage”
1998
Online reservation platform for 
diners, but with an editorial style
Branding, partnerships, and 
editorial content gives it 
credibility 
2014
Online user-generated review 
platform for restaurants, 
services, businesses, etc. 
Has scaled rapidly and inte-
grated new technology, like 
the waitlist service (i.e. 
NoWait)
2004
Location-based guide for 
restaurants, shops, bars, and 
attractions
Positioned as a technology 
company to establish its 
credibility
2009
Survey-based restaurant guide 
that originated in New York City 
by the Zagat family 
Experiencing a resurgence in 
popularity this year by 
recreating the Zagat guide for 
NYC restaurants
1979
Pickup or delivery services from a 
variety of restaurants 
A Leader in this category due 
to strong partnerships with 
Seamless, LevelUp, AllMenus, 
and MenuPages
2004
Food delivery service mobile 
application in the United States 
and Canada
Has created partnerships with 
businesses like Mercato and 
has experienced immense 
growth in 7 years
2013
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Feedback from Restaurant Managers 
 “Fork in the Road’s” mission is to make dining at restaurants an inclusive, fun, and 
efficient experience for diners as well as restaurant managers. Therefore, feedback and 
insights from restaurant managers are crucial for the app’s success. To understand how 
this app could work for a restaurant, an interview was conducted with a local business 
manager of a restaurant located in Carrboro, NC. This section will highlight the pain points 
of operating a restaurant, the relationship between a restaurant and its community, and the 
feasibility of implementing this app into their operations.  
 Francesca Mason, the business manager for Acme located in Carrboro, NC, provided 
feedback on how a full-service restaurant might benefit from this app. She also provided 
feedback on how this app could improve with their operation in mind. She noted that there 
needs to be careful consideration when defining a group of diners. For example, Acme’s 
dining room cannot accommodate for a group over seven. Special arrangements, such as a 
private dining room or a set menu, will need to be placed to accommodate for these large 
parties. There also might need to be a financial obligation from the dining group to make 
these arrangements. While this app is for casual and last-minute planning diners, this concern 
needs to be addressed when inputting the restaurant’s data into the app. 
 Mason also discussed how the waitlist feature could help or hinder a restaurant. She 
recommends creating a plug-in type software that will communicate to the restaurant’s 
table management system. There are a lot of reservations platforms that can direct diners 
from a restaurant’s website to easily making a reservation, which could happen last minute. 
Perhaps “Fork in the Road” needs to be accessed through a mobile site as well. Otherwise, 
there could be miscommunication between these various apps and waiting times. As for the 
Check-Mate feature, Mason recommends looking at the app called “Splitwise.” It has similar 
functions to “Fork in the Road,” but a broader use (i.e. rent, transportation, etc. ).
Feedback on the App 
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Food Week on “How I Built This”
 Overall, Mason noted how useful this app could be from a diner’s perspective, and 
with the right adjustments, from a restaurant’s perspective. If there is a way to incorporate 
the local appeal of restaurants, then this app will be a success.  
 From April 20th – April 24th, NPR’s podcast “How I Built This” with Guy Raz hosted 
a Facebook Live series with prominent chefs and restaurant owners on their responses 
to COVID-19. These conversations varied in themes from on the effects of indefinitely 
furloughing staff, how a community supports a restaurant in challenging times, the need of 
supporting local farmers, and the future of the restaurant industry (How I Built This, 2020). 
 Currently, restaurants are pivoting their operations. Some have completely closed and 
are surviving thanks to government loans and donors, such as Chez Panisse in California. 
Others are transforming their kitchens for a greater cause. Daniel Humm, the world-
renowned chef of Eleven Madison Park, closed his Michelin Star restaurant and transformed 
it into an emergency kitchen for frontline workers, medical staff, and vulnerable populations 
in need. Additionally, some restaurants are operating via takeout/delivery services or offering 
their supply as a revenue source. Despite the various operating conditions, their general 
outlook was positive that could apply to this app’s launch (How I Built This, 2020). 
The Value of Local
 Every conversation highlighted how valuable community is to a restaurant. In the 
words of José Andrés, “restaurants know their communities more than any other entity.” 
Restaurants are connected to all levels of a community, from the diners to the farmers to 
other food-related partners. Therefore, support from diners not only benefits the restaurant,
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but it benefits the restaurant’s local suppliers. Chez Panisse, for example, is relying on 
“friends of the restaurant” for its sustainability while its doors are closed. These funds 
are supporting staff and suppliers. On the other hand, Daniel Humm sought to provide 
something experienced-focused to donors in response to their financial support. Therefore, 
he hosted an auction consisting of activities such as a private dinner for a group prepared 
by him. All of these proceeds benefit his staff. His restaurant has a strong affinity among 
fine diners, so this tactic proved to be highly successful. Christina Tosi from Milk Bar hosts 
a daily “baking club” on her Instagram Story, which brings her community together. She 
provides the recipes to her famous treats and instructs bakers through the process. In return, 
she hopes that bakers are willing to spread happiness with baked goods or support Milk 
Bar’s initiative of sending treats to medical workers (How I Built This, 2020). At Acme, Kevin 
Callaghan is using the strength of community to support the program Carrboro United 
Carrboro residents realize how valuable their community is and so they are willing to step 
out of their homes to purchase produce and goods from local farms and restaurants. These 
stories around the power of community show that restaurants are still in the business of 
serving and delighting their diners, just in a different format based on the circumstances of 
the world.
The Future of the Industry 
 On the surface, it may appear that this is not the time to launch a mobile application. 
However, these conversations unveiled that perhaps this is the time to prepare a product 
that is focused on empathy, community, and group dining. The success of a restaurant is 
dedicated to a complex operational system. The restaurant’s reservation platform must easily 
communicate with the table management platform which then links to the POS System.
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 As Francesca Mason mentioned, these services are transitioning to cloud-based 
platforms in order to easily deploy system updates. Restaurants don’t have the resources 
to often update their systems. Mason also projects that these various platforms will be 
consolidated into one system for the restaurant. However, these infrastructure changes 
take time and no restaurant is willing to halt their business in order to test the software, 
train employees, and restructure their operations. However, restaurants have essentially 
suspended their routine operations due to COVID-19. Daniel Humm articulated this best 
during his conversation with Guy Raz: “There comes a point when you have a system set and 
changing things is hard. But the canvas is blank right now. We can rethink Eleven Madison 
Park, and that’s the silver lining.” When asked about the future of the restaurant industry, 
Humm believes most restaurants will rethink their operations, their services, and perhaps 
their brand values. Humm is considering the idea of making his fine dining cuisine, which was 
labeled as the best in the world a few years ago, to a more accessible audience (i.e. for those 
in soup kitchens, shelters, etc.). In other words, anything is possible as a result from this virus 
(How I Built This, 2020). 
 What are restaurants seeking from a technology platform in order to reach their diners 
in new ways like never before? They want diners to understand how their restaurant supports 
the community in various ways and how they approach their sourcing for ingredients. Chez 
Panisse, for example, is proud that they never serve summer berries in the winter. This 
decision to eat “in season” is a decision that supports local farms rather than mass producers 
(How I Built This, 2020). Kevin Callaghan at Acme, for example, is so passionate about the 
UNC community and wants to communicate that as much as possible, especially when 
writing his weekly newsletters. He tells stories about the town, the community, and food, all 
in one place, which explains the newsletter’s audience of 11,000 subscribers.
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Once restaurant operations resume, will diners be interested in knowing these details 
around localism or ingredient sourcing to make their dining decisions? The seven chefs and 
restaurant operators interviewed believe they will. As famous chef Samin Nosrat mentioned, 
this is because most Americans are cooking for themselves or their families, perhaps some 
for the first time. Americans are learning the art and preparation behind to what is placed 
on their plate when dining out in their communities. Perhaps they will discover a deeper 
appreciation for cuisine made from local ingredients by people in their hometowns versus 
food in a to-go box from a fast-food chain. Thus, this time of slowing down to sit around a 
table with family could also increase the desire to eat at a restaurant (How I Built This, 2020). 
 Only one conversation offered feedback on “Fork in the Road,” which the feedback 
was positive and revealed a willingness to test this application when the time comes. 
Furthermore, these conversations revealed the fragile and integrated nature of the restaurant 
industry. Themes of localism and education on ingredients could dramatically change how 
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Early 20s-late 30s, primarily entry-level 
working professionals 
Urban areas (New York City, Atlanta, Dallas, 
Denver, Chicago, Raleigh, San Francisco)
Occupation Entry/Mid-level employees, graduate stu-
dents, full-time parents
Education Minimum undergraduate degree
Budget Varies from $ - $$$, sometimes $$$$
Digital 
Habits
Primarily mobile users, communicate with 
friends through mobile and social apps
Dining 
Habits
Enjoy dining out on occasion (weekend, 
celebrations), sometimes it’s a last minute 
event so minimal planning is involved, dining 
isn’t the only. Experience of the day (other 
events to follow so the dining needs to be 
efficient), restaurants are casual but not QSRs, 
“independent diners” (single HH). 
Dining 
Frustrations
Large crowds that lead to long wait times for 
a table (especially on weekends), deciding on 
when and where to dine when balancing 
group requests or preferences, splitting the 




Age: 27 years old
Occupation: Manager level professional 
Location: New York City, NY 
Budget: $$ - $$$
Spencer has finally figured out “adulting.” Spencer has been living in the big city and working with the 
same company over the past five years. Spencer has worked their way to a manager position at the 
company . Spencer feels as though they can start indulging a bit more, like checking out the city’s food 
scene with friends during weeknights in addition to weekends. Yet, with more responsibility at work, 
Spencer has less time after hours for leisurely activities. When the friend group plans a weekly gather-
ing, whether it’s brunch, appetizers, dinner, or drinks, Spencer selfishly suggests places that are close 
to the office or apartment. The group lives all over the city, so finding a place that works for everyone’s 
commute is daunting. 
 •Constantly Connected: “I’m 
always connected to my phone in  
case my boss needs something  
while I’m away from the office.” 
•Desires Digital Detox: “I’m in front 
of a screen all day - and  I’m tired of 
it...Whether it’s my phone, laptop, or 
tablet, I just need to unplug.” 
•Treat Ourselves: “The food scene in New 
York is too good to be true, so if we take 
the time to eat out, we have to do it right...-
from cheese board to dessert!”
•Adventurous: “My friends and I like to try 
new cuisines, so we take the time to 
research restaurants and debate where to 
go. Easier said than done...”
•Long commutes to restaurants, especially if 
Spencer leaves straight from work  
•Since Spencer’s work schedule isn’t 
consistent, Spencer has doesn’t prefer to make 
dining reservations 
•Wasting time after work with logistics (i.e. 
decision process, traffic, waiting for a table)
“While it’s nice to enjoy the benefits of becoming a manager, I find there are several drawbacks, such as 
less personal time in my weeks, including weekends. My friends and I enjoy the city’s food scene when we 
can, but it takes lots of planning.”
Technology Habits: Dining Habits:
•Meet team goals within the next year to 
earn another promotion
• Maintain a healthy work-life balance by 
seeing friends on the weekends, since work 
takes over during the week 
•Spend more time on the weekends 





Age: 24 years old
Occupation: Graduate Student
Location: Raleigh, NC 
Budget: $
Jo’s days are packed with classes, meetings, and study sessions. When it comes to dining, convenience is a 
first! Since Jo is a full-time student, Jo is price conscious when dining out with friends, which doesn’t 
happen often. A handful of Jo’s college friends live in the area and are working full-time, which means they 
have more disposable income. However, Jo feels uncomfortable when the friend group lists new and 
swanky restaurants as options because Jo is on a tighter budget. If the friend group ends up at these 
restaurants, Jo orders an appetizer and one drink to stay on budget. However, when the check arrives, it’s 
split evenly among the group, so Jo ends up paying more than intended. While Jo enjoys being around the 
friend as a “treat yourself” experience, there are awkward moments that burden Jo financially. 
 •Constantly Connected: “I feel like I’m 
always in front of a screen with 
research and writing papers.” 
•Constant Communication: “When in 
group projects, we are always working 
remotely because everyone lives in 
various parts of the Triangle. Tech 
helps our communication!” 
•Quick & Easy: “Food is the last thing I think 
about during my day. I usually opt for 
take-out or pre-made dinners because 
they’re fast.”
•Frugal Foodie: “I love to try new places 
with my friends, but I have a very strict 
budget. I can’t indulge as much as I would 
like, but I make it work.” 
•Splitting the check evenly at fine dining
restaurants
•Declining weekend dining invites via text, such 
as Sunday brunch  
•Debating whether or not to cancel on group 
plans the day of because Jo has too much work
“Balancing a student schedule, a student budget, and friends who are working full-time is a challenge. I’m 
conservative with my time and budget, especially with my expenses, but I also don’t want to cause tension 
in my friend group by saying no to a lot of opportunities.”
Technology Habits: Dining Habits:
•Successfully present and publish work 
from classes this semester 
• Find full-time employment in the area 
following graduation 
•Continue saving to pay off graduate school 




Age: 36 years old
Occupation: Stay at home parent with a side hustle 
Location: Richmond, VA 
Budget: $$ - $$$$
For Sam, family comes first, which is why Sam stays at home to manage the family. Now that Sam’s 
children are in school most of the day, Sam tries to take advantage of some free time by catching up with 
friends over brunch, lunch, or coffee. Most of the time, these get gatherings are attached to errands that 
need to be accomplished before picking up the after-school carpool. Therefore, location is a big factor 
when determining where to go. Sam and the friend group have their favorite spots and usually rotate 
through that list of classics. Sometimes they want to try a new restaurant, but they don’t really know if it 
meets their location preferences. Thus, they continue to cycle through the five names. 
 •Frequent User: “I enjoy using  my 
smartphone for friend/family-related 
quick communication, primarily over 
text. I prefer to call friends and family 
for lengthy conversations.” 
•Socially Savvy: “Social media is my 
favorite  way to catch up with friends 
who I don’t normally talk  to on a 
weekly basis.” 
•Family First: “Dining with my family is my 
top priority. This typically happens at home, 
but on weekends we go to our favorite 
restaurants.”
•Social Diner: “Since my family and I spend 
our evenings together, I  enjoy catching up  
with local friends over brunch or lunch. 
These gatherings are quick, but we try to 
savor as much as possible.” 
•Splitting the check in a group setting, especially 
when in a rush 
•Timing the table waitlist for lunch perfectly, as it 
never works in Sam’s benefit 
•Going to a restaurant that is not Sam’s favorite, 
but someone in the group suggested it and no 
one opposed 
“My friends and I like to try new restaurants in the area, so we take the time to research and debate where 
to go. Easier said than done because we all like different things…”
Technology Habits: Dining Habits:
•Attend almost every school 
event/game/performance that their 
children participate in 
• Grow side hustle’s digital following by 
20% this year 
•Call a friend at least once a week to 




Age: 22 years old
Occupation: Entry-level employee
Location: Greenville, SC 
Budget: $ - $$
Carter just graduated from college and has moved to a new city somewhat close to home. Carter is 
fortunate that a few friends from high school and college live in the area, but Carter is also determined to 
make new friends independently from old comforts. However, Carter has a dilemma when trying to bond 
with office colleagues outside of working hours. Usually these events happen at a casual restaurant or bar 
that’s close to the office. Carter has a severe gluten-intolerance and has just adopted a vegan lifestyle for 
health reasons. Carter doesn’t want to be “that person” to voice their opinion when the group suggests the 
classic bar restaurants. However, Carter finds it difficult to participate in the meal since the menu is limited 
to wings, fries, and burgers. Carter sometimes doesn’t order food, and then colleagues ask if Carter is okay. 
Carter wishes there was a way to suggest another location that is vegan-friendly but doesn’t sacrifice the 
group’s preference for proximity and price.   
 •Mobile Dependent: “Since I live in a new 
city, I’m always on my phone to commu-
nicate with new and old friends and to 
make plans.”
•Group Texter: “My favorite way of 
texting my friends is through a group 
chat. We talk about random things all the 
time, which helps build relationships.”
•Family First: “During the weeks, I usually 
dine by myself at home. Sometimes I feel 
lonely, but I know it’s only temporary as I 
get adjusted.” 
•Menu Studier: “Before going to any 
restaurant, I research the menu to see what 
dishes are accommodating for my dietary 
needs. It’s one less thing to worry about 
when going out.” 
•The “high maintenance” feeling when trying to 
find a place to eat 
•Trying to make up excuses as to why they didn’t 
order a dish from the bar menu 
•Feeling rejected when the group doesn’t want 
to travel far to visit a vegan-friendly restaurant in 
honor of Carter 
“I’m new to the area, so the best way to make friends is to join my co-workers and their friends after work 
for dinner and drinks. It’s fun, but always stressful since I have particular dietary restrictions.”
Technology Habits: Dining Habits:
•Earn a promotion at work within the first 
two years at the firm 
• Learn to cook vegan-friendly recipes at 
home during the weeks 
•Establish a social circle in Greenville, SC 





Age: 64 years old
Occupation: Semi-retired 
Location: Plano, TX 
Budget: $$ - $$$$
Now that Alex is approaching retirement soon, Alex has more time to spend with friends who are in the 
same life stage. Alex, Alex’s partner, the group of friends, and their partners enjoy making a plan to dine 
out at their favorite local restaurants together. However, nobody in this group really loves to do the actual 
planning. One individual would suggest an idea and the others would waiver back and forth on the type of 
cuisine he or she is in the mood for that evening. Sometimes the planner of the group makes reservations 
due to the party’s large size, but this process is quite annoying as somebody always cancels last minute. 
Plus, a handful of restaurants in the area do not accept reservations, so sometimes the party of eight are 
seated at two tables of four. Alex wishes there could be a way to easily plan these dining adventures to 
accommodate for everyone’s opinion and schedule, without having to modify the reservation multiple 
times. 
 •Digital Native: “I use FaceTime to 
connect with my family at least once a 
week, but I try to avoid my phone - I want 
to be present.” 
•Mobile Researcher: “My friends and I 
love to find things to do or restaurants to 
visit by using apps like Yelp and 
OpenTable.” 
•Family First: “Most nights, it’s just my 
partner and I dining. We usually go out to 
eat more than cook at home these days.”
•Friendly Feast: “When the friend group 
gets together, we go ‘all out’ with our meal 
- we order wine, appetizers, dessert...We 
usually just split the bill evenly since it all 
evens out in the long run.” 
•Modifying the group’s reservation at least four 
times throughout the week leading up to the 
dinner 
•Deciding last minute on a dining location, and 
that location is booked for the evening  
•Nagging friends to name some options on 
where to go since Alex is the planner of the 
group
“We just don’t like to plan anything. It’s too much work for us - we know what we like, where want to 
spend our money, and the time of day we want to venture out.” 
Technology Habits: Dining Habits:
•Exercise in some way or form at least 
three times a week to maintain health 
• Learn a new hobby or skill to take up 
some time as retirement approaches 
•Explore the city and surrounding areas, 
especially the food scene 
Goals: Frustrations:
30.









Brand information  
Features
“Let’s Dine” polling
Wait times from restaurants
“Step in Line” feature
Directions to restaurant
“Check-Mate”/Split the bill 




























































































LetÕs figure it out!
Prompts login 
information 
when using for 
the first time and 
login will be 
saved afterwards
See next page  
for panels























































User taps circle 
to vote for 
restaurant






To see full wireframes, scan 











Logo, located in left-hand 
corner of screen, is also a 
“Home Button.”
Menu color











Logo Typeface - Portada Bold 
Body Text - Avenir/Avenir Black
Acme
110 E Main St
Carrboro, NC,  27510
1/29/2020 7:00 PM
Table: 579    Ckk: 412    Guests: 4
2 Pino Grigio
1 Sierra Nevada 
1 Coca-Cola 
1 Classic Corn Bread
2 Cast-Iron Crab Cakes 
1 Farmer’s Risotto 
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Feedback from User Testing
The app’s prototype was tested by a variety of age groups and backgrounds. Some users had 
experience in design and provided insightful feedback on how to improve the app’s overall aesthetic 
and functionality.
The Structure The Design 
 •I wouldn’t access my “Favorites” often. Maybe 
stash that in the hamburger menu?
•Perhaps include a “Bucket List” option in the 
favorites. My friends and I make lists of places 
to try. 
•The placement of the “Where are we going” is 
great. I know exactly the purpose of the app.
•For the group chat connection, perhaps 
broaden the options to include email, Gchat, or 
Skype groups. That could be a great way to 
reach the work colleagues. 
•Swap “Step in line” to “Put me on the list,” 
because I was confused with that specific term.
•Maybe there needs to be a prompt to before 
voting to fill out one’s preferences.
•For the options, provide at max four options 
for people to choose from, that way it’s not an 
overload of information. 
•Introduce the preferences page after 
creating an account.
•De-saturate the red, yellow, and green colors for 
a minimal look. 
•Thumbs are thick, so add some padding to the 
bottom of the screen, especially with the menu.
•Incorporate Bitmoji characters into the 
experience to give groups more personality.
•Change the graphic’s flow on the 
transaction panel.
•Change “Info”  to “My Info” to align with the 
other button text on the panel.  
•The dark background with the yellow accent 
color is very unique.
•The app is very text-heavy, so try to 
consolidate the wording.  
•The design is clever, positive, and branded 
without being tacky - especially love the details 
of the fork throughout the 
experience!
•The restaurant icons in the voting section are a 
great detail. 
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The Structure The Design 
•Include quick tutorials after the user creates an 
account - that would minimize the text ( i.e. 
arrows that point to buttons).
•Include a “Connect Bitmoji/Memoji” plug-in for 
users. 
•The instructions with the stop signs are not 
clear. 
•Under notifications, include an option to stay up 
to date with local restaurant deals or events. 
•For Upcoming, add an element of 
personalization, like “Dana’s Birthday” or “Couples 
Date Night.” 
•The layout is pretty intuitive, so scale back on the 
text if possible. 
•Change some of the verbiage for clarity (i.e. “
Upcoming” to “Upcoming Reservations” and “Let’s 
Vote” to “Let’s Vote Where You Want to Go”).
•The menus are a temporary placeholder, but 
maybe redesign their format, similar to the receipt, 
because the they appear small.
•Change the birthday and location settings to 
scrolling input fields so already do some work for 
the user. 
 •Consider a new name for users besides “riders” to 
distinguish the platform from Uber/Lyft.




Revisions Made to Design 
After receiving feedback, the following changes were made to the prototype:
•Changed the wording in the buttons 
•Added an overview tutorial after user creates account 
•De-saturated the accent colors 
•Added plug-ins for Bitmoji/Memoji
•Restructured the homepage and menus
•Extended group chat connection options 
•Redesigned the “Check-Mate” experience 
•Eliminated unneccessary text 
•Redesigned the user flow throughout the experience
•Simplified the design colors and font to establish a concrete theme and hierarchy
43.
Software Development
After speaking with an experienced software engineer who works at a software development 
company in the Triangle, there are a few considerations that need to be taken into account when 
preparing for the development of this app. 
•Consider building the application on a web platform, like Squarespace, so the product will scale 
across screens (mobile, tablet digital). This platform costs about $270 annually. 
•Squarespace can incorporate the various technologies needed for this application due to its widget 
offerings. Widgets can be customized to an app’s needs in a variety of code. The widgets are self-
created, so pricing is determined by developer. 
•Squarespace also offers a database to store information such as user preferences, which could be a 
monetization opportunity.
Next Steps: 
•Continue collecting as much data as possible, from both the diner’s and restauranteur’s 
perspectives. 
•Develop a data schema, meaning what information is the app asking for and where will it be 
accessed (i.e. your preferences will be stored in the app and can be accessed by the user when 
activated). 
•Develop and test algorithms to align with the app’s complex personalization offering. 
A contract discussing price, timeline, and expectations will be created following 
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On the day of your 
dining plans and 
when you’re close 
enough, you’ll be 
able to join the 
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show u  when 
your table is 
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Overview
“Fork in the Road” is a dining logistics platform for you and your group of friends, family 
members, colleagues, roommates, etc. that personalizes every step of your dining 
experience at local restaurants! So long are the days of the “group chat debate” on where to 
eat, the wait in a crowded lobby for your table (which was promised 20 minutes ago...), and 
that awkward moment of whether to ask your friend to pay you back for the splitting the bill 
evenly (because you got a salad and they got a sirloin).
“Fork in the Road” is there for you and your group - every step of the way! 
46.
One-Tine Two-Tine Three-Tine
•Includes offerings from 
One-Tine Plan (restaurant 
listed and monthly analytics 
report)
•Installation of “Fork in the 
Road” table management 
software for restaurant 
managers to introduce waitlist 
and Check-Mate
•Restaurant is listed on the 
application as an offering 
•Restaurants will receive a 
monthly analytics report 
•Includes offerings from 
One-Tine and Two-Tine 
Plans (restaurant listed, 
monthly analytics, 
software) 
• “Fork in the Road” 
Chauffeur who acts as a 
consultant with data
analytics 
$249 / Month $499 / Month $599 / Month
Pricing
“Fork in the Road” is designed to be an inclusive and beneficial tool for diners and 
restauranteurs. Therefore, the pricing strategy needs to represent this goal of balancing 
accessibility and profitability. Diners will not need to pay a price to use the application, 
similar to competitors like OpenTable and Yelp. Restauranteurs will choose from a menu of 
prices and offerings and select the option that fit their needs. When analyzing the pricing 
strategies of competitors in this industry, it is evident that the tiered-pricing strategy is the 
most popular. The starting price is around $249 per month. Similar to competitors, “Fork in 
the Road’s” pricing strategy is also a monthly fee, not a one-time purchase.
A tine is the end of a fork. One tine can accomplish the fork’s task, but all tines make it a 
productive product. Below are the three potential prices (labeled as tines) and their offerings: 
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Operations
Below is a “Go-To-Market” operations plan. The plan is segmented by business unit. 
It is anticipated that the preparation to launch will unfold over 12 - 15 months, from 
design to development to restaurant buy-in.
Business 
Unit Action GoalKPI 
Develop code for mobile app  
and restaurant interface. 
Successfully develop, test, 
launch, and improve mobile 
app and restaurant interface
Number of 
software bugs
Increase awareness about the 
app’s launch on various 
channels. 
Increase the number of app 
downloads by 20% at the end 




Fill new roles for when needed 
and establish strong company 
culture. 
Retain all new hires by Year 2 
and score high with employee 
satisfaction surveys. 
Retention  
rate of new 
hires
Build relationships with diners 
and restauranteurs to increase 
awareness and use. 
List and sustain at least 10 





Create and sustain a profitable 
business model for the first five 
years of launch. 
Consistently evaluate the 
revenue and spending streams 
to maintain profitability. 
Profit  
margin 
Sustain relationships with 
restauranteurs and diners during 
and after initial use. 
Continually delight and 
troubleshoot issues that arise 
by these two parties to 




Establish best practices with data 
privacy that are compliant with 
the FCC. 
Constantly monitor the 
industry to maintain data-


















A marketing plan for the first year will be carried out, starting from pre-launch to the 
beginning of Year 2. Below channels have been identified to carry out the campaign 
with a timeframe and goals to measure its success. 
Channel Goal Time FrameKPI 
Aggressively build presence and 
following on these channels 
prior and after the product’s 
launch. 
Pre-product launch through 




Develop and publish website, 
ForkintheRoad.com. 
Complete website creation 
during the mid-product 
development phase. 
Impressions
Create and publish digital ads for 
the app on prominent food and 
travel sites/blogs. 
Launch digital advertising 
campaign three months 
following product launch. 
Click-thru 
rates
Create and purchase advertising 
space in food and travel-related 
magazines, on local and national 
levels. 
Launch print advertising 
campaign six months 
following product launch. 
Circulation 
numbers
Create and purchase advertising 
space in NY Subway cars, NY 
street banners, and airport 
terminals. 
Launch out-of-home 
advertising campaign at the 
beginning of Year 2. 
Survey 
metrics
Generate buzz through strategic 
podcast partnerships in the food 
and travel spaces.
Launch podcast marketing ads 





Host an event in an urban area 
involving local restaurants and 
chefs. The event will be called 
“Fork-Full.”
The event will happen at the 
















Below is a timeline that displays the marketing campaign starting from pre-launch 
to the beginning of Year 2. At the end of Year 1, there will be a review of the metrics 






















Product Launch End of Year 1
Measure 
success of 
















close to the office 
would be ideal 
Henry 
Say goodbye to the group 
chat debate...And say hello to
Lilly
The 75-Minute
Wait for a 
Table











Settling up from dinner
$15
Cancel Request
Above: Subway overhead advertising 
mock-up. This creative simulates a 
driver’s windshield looking at the 
“awkward moments” of group dining.
Left: Advertising on the side of a 
public phone booth. This creative 
reveals the group chat debate. Print 
advertising with compose of the 
same creative. 
“That awkward moment when...”
This phrase represents the overall 
strategy for the creative execution. 
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Website Mock-Up
Left: A design mock-up 
of the “Fork in the 
Road” homepage. App 
store icons direct to 
appropriate download 
pages. 
Left: A design mock-up 
of the “Fork in the 
Road” homepage with 
sidebar menu active. 
The “About” page 
describes the app, the 
“Our Story” page is 
about the company, 
the“Contact Us” page 
allows for users or 
potential clients to reach 
out, and the “Press” 
page shows media 
coverage. 
52.
Example of Social Media Posting
Left: A design mock-up for 
“Fork in the Road’s” social 
media marketing efforts. Its 





the R oad 
Buckle up!
It’s going to be a delicious ride. 
54.
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